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LA SALLE COLLEGE, PHILADELPHIA, PA .

o. 5

DEC. 1, 1932

Dr. Dc;,ernenburg Freshman Class
To Deliver Talk Chooses Four
At Convention
-T r~al Officers

Brothers Attend Explorers Meet
Annual Meeting Seton Hall Five
Of Educators
In First Game

Te pic of Lecture To Be "John Yearlings Choose Filemyr, A rdito,
Kel pius, Poet and Mystic;"
Loftus and McKernan to Hold
Hermit Lived Here.
Office Until Februa ry 15.

Education Discussed in Relation Cou rtmen Clash With Jerseyites
To Modern Problems; English
On Home Floor December 7;
Theme Work Stressed.
All Varsity Men Return.

Doctor Emil D oernenburg,
H ead of the Department of
Languages at La Salle, is
scheduled to deliver a lecture on
the Hermit of the Wissahickon at
the next meeting of the M odern
Language A ssociation, to take
place on December 26, 27, 28 at
Yale University in N ew H aven,
Connecticut.
The subject of the D octor's
t~,lk will be a local one. It bears
the title " John Kelpius, Poet and
M ystic". The well-known hermit
of the Wissahickon is the one
after whom many localities, very
fami liar t o Philadelphians, sud-.
as H ermit's Lane, H ermit's Spring
etc., have been named . The
recluse lived in a cabin built by
his own hands and which was
~ituated in a region now included
in Fairmount Park. He dwelt
there from 1693 to 1709. The
cabin still exists today, forming a
part of the picturesque scenery of
the Park.
That Doctor Doernenburg has
been asked to address the Modern
Lan uage A ssociation, is another manifestation of the high
tanding which he enjoys as a
kcturer. Lately he has been very
1::.usily engaged in addressing
societies here. On the evening
of N ovember 9, the Doctor delivered a radio talk over Station
WPEN . The purpose of this talk
was to stimulate an interest in the
Philadelphia Orchestra under the
di rection of Leopold Stokowski.
Of late the attendance, especially
on Saturday afternoons, has been
meager. It was feared that the
( C ontinued on last page )

Faculty Debates
Ouality Points
Status of Students as Indicated
By Mid-Semester Examinations
To Be Determined Tuesday.
The subject of uniformity in
grading the students of the Colleges of the State of Pennsylvania
has been given much impetus by
an investigation carried on by the
A 0 ociation of College Presidents
of the State. It is to consider the
adoption of quality points that
the Faculty of the C ollege will
convene on Tuesday, December
6th.
The investigation brought to
Ii ht that there were nearly as
many systems of evaluating the
work of coll ege students as there
"were colleges. The committee
recommended that the colleges of
the Commonwealth establish a
· well-defined and effi cient method
of grading. M oreover this system
sho,dd above all be uniform.
T o replace the various means
which are now employed, such
as u inO' numbers from 1 to 100,
the first five or six letters of the
alphabet, abbreviations for words,
etc., the investigating committee
counseled the adoption in whole
or in part by the colleges of
Pennsylvania: The use of a five
point marking scale using, A, B,
C , and D fo r passing with E and
f for fai ling. The use of quality
or credit points with A yielaing
'.i points, B-2, C -1, D passing,
but meriting no points. To grad( Continued on third page )

The Freshman Class assembled
on Tuesday, N ovember 22, to
11ominate the four trial presidents
from the fifteen candidates selected at the first meeting of the
Class of ' 36. The meeting was
attended by practically every
Freshman on . the C ampus since
it wa considered as one of the
most important of the ensuing
year .
The Class M oderator, Brother
Godwin John, conducted the
meeting and addressed the Class.
In addressing t h e assembly
Brother John fully explai ned the
details concerning the rules of the
election and also stressed the importance of choosing individuals
who possessed the characteristics
BROTHER ALFRED, A.M., LL.D.
that distinguish an official. IntelPRESIDENT EMERITUS
kctual ability and particularly
leadership were asked to be considered as decisive factors in the
election.
When the names of the fifteen
candidates had been posted on the
election board each student was
separately introduced to the
electorate and following the introduction, the ballots were distributed for the vote. T he vote,
being tabulated by a special comThe educational systems of che State. This is the most vital
mittee, rendered the selection of
Filemyr, Ardito, McKernan and England, Ireland, Scotland, G er- point in which t hey differ from
m any, France, Holland , Belgium us. In fact their practice is more
( C ontinued on third page )
and Italy possess many admirable in keeping with our past practice
features, a number of which could and the teaching of our greatest
well be imitated by us. T he edu- leaders. "Let it simply be asked",
C«tional authorities of these coun- s;;id our illustrious first President,
tries, with the exception of France George Washington, "where is
have an accurate conception of the security for property, for
the meaning and the purpose of reputation, for life, if the sense
all genuine education: the de- of religious obligation desert the
oaths, which are the instruments
Students Hear Brother Giles At velopment of faculty and charof investigation in courts of
acter
and
the
enrichment
of
life.
Assembly; Life of Brother is
In the attainment of this end they iustice? And let us with caution
One of Prayer and Study.
recognize religion as an essential indulge the suppos1t10n that
element.
Like Plato they could morality can be maintained withBrother Giles, Director of the
never imagine such a monstrous out religion. Whatever be conSaint La Salle Auxiliary, recently
state of affairs as education with- ceded to the influence of refined
paid his first visit of the school
out religion. With the Greeks education on minds of peculiar
year to La Salle College. His
w ho "opened all public assem- structure, reason and experience
department has been sponsoring
blies, campaigns, combats and both forbid us to expect that naa " drive" for the Novitiate of
public games, even the theatre, tional morality can prevail in exthe Christian Brothers at Amwith prayer", they invoke the clusion of religious principles".
mendale, Md. This was the subEqually strong and pertinent
Divine blessing and read and
ject of his address to the students.
are the words of our former
the
Divine
word.
N
or
do
teach
· In outlining the nature, and
they attempt to separate the President, C alvin Coolidge: "T he
the purpose of this drive, the
teaching of morality from that of mere sharpening of wits, the bare
students were privileged to hear
religion. W ell they know that training of the intellect, the naked
a man who has labored in the
the two are necessary for com - acquisition of science, while they
ranks of the Christian Brothers
plete living, as well as for the increase the power for good, likefor many a year. His lecture was
( C ontinued on last page)
good order and preservation of
both interesting and educational.
A s to the interesting side of it,
everyone who has heard Brother
Giles can vouch for that . But
concerning the educational aspect,
something new was learned.
The student-body of La Salle
College is composed of young Weather Re port Declared To Be Card inal Dougherty Presides At
men from various high schools,
True Fou r Out of Five Times;
Meeting ; President Re ports
and many of them, even those
Error is Caused by Wind .
On Progress of The Year.
who came from Brothers Schools,
know little of the life and duties
The fall meeting of the Board
The first meeting of the Physof the Christian Brother.
A s ics Club was held on Thursday, of Trustees of La Salle College
a result of Brother Giles' t alk November 17th. Dr. Bernstein was held last Tuesday in the
they are now acquainted with the gave a lecture on the weather library of the College with His
daily routine of a Brother.
2nd the relation of wind to Eminence, C ardinal Dougherty,
The vivid description of the weather. H e showed maps of the p::esidinO'. Brother Anselm, Presiactivities of the religious from the direction and velocity of the dent, gave a complete summary
time he rises in the morning until wi nd on different days to explain of the activities of the past year
together with the statistics comhe retires in the evening, made hi theme.
The lecture was attended by piled for the present semester.
the students see into the life that
The enrollment fo r 193 1-32
i.; unnoticable to the ordinary members of the Physics class of
observer. The speaker also treated the High School, and by many hawed an increase of 30 per cent
of the duties of the young men members of the college. It was over the year preceeding while
in the novitiate. The life of the a very interesting and instructive the number of students in all the
Brother was shown to be one of lecture, for D octor Bernstein ex- courses at present shows an adrrayer and learning. Brother piained the various methods of vance of 40 per cent over last
Giles brought out the fact that orediction employed by the year.
Im provements in courses, in
the process of learning continues United States W eather Bureau.
( C ontinued on third page )
(Continued on last page)
throughout the entire span of life.

Educational Methods Of Europe

Contrasted With Those Used

In American Institutions

Auxiliary Drive
Given Impetus

Physicists Hear Trustees Hold
Dr. Bernstein Annual Session

La Salle College was representOn W ednesday, December 7,
ed at the annual convention of the Explorers will open their
the A ssociation of Colleges and basketball season aO'ainst the
Secondary Schools of the Middle Seton H all College of South
States by Brother Anselm, Presi- Orange, N . ]. , on the home court.
de nt, Brother Lucian, Dean, and Last year the teams met on
Brother Emilian, R egistrar. The " Setonian" territory and La Salle
meeting was held at Atlantic was defeated 34 to 28 in a hard City during the Thanksgiving fought game, decided in the wan holiday . N oted educators from ing moments of play by a flurry
this region addressed the rep- of fi eld goals which overtook the
resentatives from the ColleO'es small lead La Salle had gathered
and High Schools of N ew Eng- in the first half.
land, and the Middle Atlantic
Since M onday, N ovember 28,
States.
Tom Conley, assisted by Len
The upheavals of our changing Tanseer, has been handling the
world have reverberated in the squad as a unit. N o first team
field of education. In fact, some has been picked and a merry
go so far as to blame the schools struggle is going on for firstfo r the conditions which prevail string positions. Promising fresh at present. M ethods which ob- men are providing plenty of comtained during the past few gen- petition for the members of la t
erations are being examined and year's Varsity and the team
criticised with the hope that a which takes the floor against
better educational plan may be Seton H all will undoubtedl y be
evolved. Experiments of sub- the best that has ever represented
stituting for our common practice La Salle.
of administering examinations,
Every member of the 19 31-32
recording grades, and checking I Varsity team is available for this
on attendance were related and season. The M eehan brothers
weighed. Intercollegiate athletics IClem and Joe, the former of
came in for a lengthy and serious whom was high scorer last year,
discussion. Humanizing the cur- are showing old time form at the
riculum by the int1·oduction of forward positions and either
up-to-the-minute problems of would be hard to displace .
(Continued on last page )
Charley Mosicant, and Bill Janus
are doing well at the center post
.>.nd the starter is a toss-up.
Emmet Corney, form er H oly
Spirit HiO'h school star, i working hard for the center post.
Fritz Bren nan , the " hard rock"
from the coal . territory, Frank
Walsh, former captain of the
Members of Last Years Cast All
(C ontinued on third page)
Return; Barnstorming Trip To
Follow Home Showing.

Minstrel Troupe
To Give Show

The troupsters of melody and
song have again banded together
under the muse of minstrelsy and
are preparing to face the footlights in the near future. O wing
to the success of their efforts last
year the boys intend to reach
greater attainment this year.
Most of the talent of the past
season will be available and a
few additions will be IT\ade.
Besides the regular minstrel
the good ol' melodrama of yore
will be re-enacted as a upplement
to the show. The scarcitv of such
acts makes them all the more
welcome and appreciable to the
audience.
The first appearance will be a
benefit performance given during
the Christmas holidays to aid in
raising funds for the La Salle
Auxiliary. The M others Club
will take care of the ticket distribution and the enO'agi ng of the
orchestra for the affair.
After the home performances
the troupe will go barnstorming
un til the advent of the spring season. It is planned that the
minstrels will perform at the
various parishes as well as at the
nearby sister colleges.
The coaching assignment will
again fall to Ed Coverdale and
Brother Emilian. The cast includes M essrs M cCool, Bythiner,
Gibbons, Brown , M ichel, Santor,
M arshall, Smith, McAndrews and
O'Connor. Those in the orche tra
are McNerney, Young, Gallagher, Clark and Ed M cCool.
Any men in the College who
have talent in this line are invited
to appear for a try-out during the
rehearsals next week.

La Salle Loses
Historic Tree
Century Old Tree Near Gym
Was Reminder of Happy Events
In Lives of Former Residents.
La Salle has lost a hi toric
monument in the form of an old
oak tree which graced the estate
for many years. When the land
passed into the possession of the
College, the Starr family, former
owners of the property, requested
that the tree be left standing.
So many memories were centered
around the old oak that many
held the sentiments of the author
of " W ood man, spare that tree".
However, the C ity authorities
have lately condemned the cherished adornment as a menace to
the safety of those who use 20th
Street. W orkmen have disposed
of it during the past week.
Another improvement is being
made in the campus. This time it
is the laying of sidewalks all
around the entire property. The
\valks formerly consisted of compressed gravel. They served their
purpose well , but in incl ement
weather they were liable to disintegration and to ensuing puddles. The pavements will extend
alonO' Olney Avenue from 19th
to 20th Street and along 20th
Street to the entrance of the
gym. All paths from the walks
to the entrances to the College,
faculty house and high school will
Ekewise take on the more
permanent form of cement.
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Liberal Courses I JUSl LOOK~N' AROUND Campus
Given Attention Students of Wellesly who live Merrywood of Marywood inChatter
in brick dorms are allowed to forms us that some Freshmen
By Educators smoke
in their rooms. Those who think contralto is a low sort of

Well, it's all over but the
live in wooden dorms may smoke music that only ladies sing . . .
shouting, that is, mid-semester
in the parlors. . . . Those who' Ladies and crooners.
Editor-in-Chief ..................... NORMAN P. HARVEY, '34
exams are over, but what shout,
A rather stimulating and re- live in glass dorms. .
Business Manager .. . .. . . ... ......... JOSEPH E. CROWLEY, '34 freshing undercurrent seems to
Some of the boys at Delaware ing there'll be when grades are
"handed out". When one sees
Advertising Manager ............... EDWARD J. COVERDALE, '34 be flowing in recent educational
The University of Chicago is are playing bridge for a pack of
a large group of students with
N_ews Editor ..... . . . ..... ... ... .... FRANCIS J. DEAVER, '34 thought in the direction of a making use of Talkies in some cigarettes ... Wings?
weary, haggard looks he knows
Sports Editor . ... ....... .... . .. ..... LOUIS A. BURGOYNE, '33 healthier attitude towards liberal courses. . . . Coming Attraction:
that exams "are on". And do
arts courses, in colleges which Jimmy Durante in "The Square
A
Freshman
stayed
up
all
Circulation Manager .......... .. ... GEORGE V. LAYCOCK, '34
carry pre-professional studies on on The Hypoteneuse" with an night trying to see the point in some fellows "take it on the
their programs. Not so very long ~.II-star cast.
NEWS STAFF
one of these jokes, and then it chin"? No, they grow it on the
ago liberal arts colleges mainfinally dawned on him. (The chin. What?-Alfafa of course.
MARTIN A. CLARK, '3 3
CHARLES J. SCHREADER, '34
Some of the boys looked like
tained a rigid policy against any
Torch.)
Men students at one of the
WILLIAM L. ]ANUS, '33
THOMAS F. McTEAR, '35
members of the House of David
encroachment of applied science
THOMAS P. BROWN, '34
ROBERT J. GALLAGHER, '36
into their time-honored curricula California schools put in a peti,
A Susquehanna jokester form, Basketball Team after a tough
FLOYD C . BYTHINER, '35
CLAY F. MCNERNEY, '35
of classic studies. But in the tion for woman teachers. The ulates a new definition of a battle with King Gillete's "CutJosEPH A. McTEAR, '36
PHILIP A. NrnssEN, '36
course of time they gradually re, Co-eds could oogle marks so well monopoly: A 200-pound person throats". These "hard-working"
WALTER A. ZELL, '36
THOMAS P. CALLAN, '36
laxed, by admitting pre-profes, from male profs that the men in a rumble seat.... That covers students have been cramming ;
JOHN F. SINNOTT, '36
GEORGE P. TOUEY, '36
they've worked so hard that they
sional courses into their field students decided to even the it nicely.
score.
didn't have time to "scrape the
of instruction. This movement
ADVERTISING STAFF
plumage off their handsome
grew and gained strength, until
Game Time
Pitt students had to take an
A. WILLIAM UHLEIN, '34
JOHN F. DEVINEY, '35
jowls". But now watch them
these pre-profesisonal courses
Officials in knickers
"make whoopee"; they're "free
FRANCIS J. KNIGHT, '34
JOHN P. MURPHY, '36
seem to dominate in colleges pro- oath of allegiance to the college
And quarts of hard lickers.
again".-Cheer up "frosh", you'll
fessedly classed as liberal arts in, before they matriculated this
ALBERT J. CRAWFORD, '36
ALEXANDER D'AMBROSIA, '36
(The
Targum)
year.
pass Botany some day soon.
Alumni Correspondent ................. ]OHN F. MAGUIRE, '22 spread of classic thought. How,
ever, some check has already
A
Fordham
one-word
descripFaculty Advisor . .. .. ...... ... . ..... BROTHER EMI'LIAN, F.S.C.
Starting with a capital of $600 tion of the St. Mary's game: A
As yet, only one social affair
been applied against too rapid a
stride in this direction, by delay, a few weeks ago, the Penn State "Major" Victory. Major Cavan, has been planned for this season,
that is, the annual fall Varsity
ing the technical studies until Co-operative Association n o w augh is the Ram's coach.
THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
Club Dance which is to be held
the student has entered upon his operates a five-cent cafeteria, two
On the 8th of December, 1854, Pope Pius IX pro- junior year in college. But it boarding houses, two rooming
Trinity College has a Braille at the Oak Lane Review Club,
nounced and defined that the Blessed Virgin Mary "in the seems desirable that still further houses and a student-supply Club. . . . For blind dates?
Friday night. The Sophomore
Class Dance is next in order then
first instant of her conception , by a singular privilege and limitations be drawn in this con, store. It is a strictly student
enterprise.
If you want a good laugh and following will be the Senior Ball
grace granted by God, in view of the merits of Jesus nection.
want
it bad ( or should we say and Junior Prom respectively.
Since the time of the World
Christ, the Savior of the human race, was preserved exThe Metropolitan Life In, badly?) get One Willie White But no definite steps have been
War,
the
rush
for
higher
and
empt from all stain of original sin." This unique honor,
advanced education has been surance Company's survey re, to send you a copy of the Vol. taken by any class except the
an exception to the universal law, was bestowed through constantly in the ascendant. veals that those who graduate 1-2 of 1 per cent, We Want Beer Seniors. The Sophs should start
the same merits of Christ by which other mortals are Compulsory education laws in with "cum laude" or "summa issue of the University Echo making plans soon or there'll be
two running close together, concleansed through baptism. Though this doctrine was pro- most of the States have forced cum laude" live longer than those (University of Chattanooga).
who merely "get by". Also that
sequently one and perhaps both
claimed an article of faith but recently, the belief has many students into high school, scholars
outlive
athletes.
will
be lacking in attendance. No
Partly
Aristotelian:
been held for many centuries in the Catholic Church. and in some of these young men What price athletics!
All Southern men are gentle- doubt the depression is affecting
and women, a desire for still
We find a record of its commemoration in the East on higher courses was created. The
nearly all social functions, but if
men.
The seniors at Connecticut
the 9th of December as far back as the 8th century. lure of prestige and distinction in
All gentlemen prefer blondes these affairs are well planned
From that time onward mention is made of the feast in the professional ranks, not to say College for Women decreed that
Therefore, The Louisiana boys they 'II be successful. So, "come
they alone may use roller skates chose a blonde for Campus on Sophs let's get going".
fur,
lucrative
considerations
still
various national liturgies. By the declaration of Pope
on the campus.. . . We're all Queen.
Pius IX the feast is made universal. The United States, ther stimulate students to com- broken up over that.
Here's one the Crow missedplete at least the minimum pre,
having selected it as the patronal feast, is wont to cele- orofessional
Grinnell withholds students' Who's the golden-haired "fraurequirements in col,
The student-body of the Mexi- marks until after they graduate lein" who wore a "1933" La Salle
brate the Immaculate Conception with especial devotion. leges of the liberal arts. This
class ring at a certain dance last
This prerogative of Mary serves to remind us, that, altho brings into the field a larger num, can-Indian Agriculture College . . . if they do graduate.
Friday and whose ring was it?went
on
strike.
What
to
do
about
conceived · in sin, we should strive to maintain the purity ber of applicants for professional
it? The administration adver,
Finally,
is
there
any
one
from
,
you're
slipping, Crow. All Frosh
courses
than
the
needs
of
the
/ of mind and body conferred by _b aptism. The virtue of
community demand, and an ef, tised for a new student-body . . . . Maine to Mongolia, from the are e~pected to be present at_ the
purity is necessary now as at all times and is withal a
nadir to the zenith, who has not ~arSity Club Dance, Fnday
fective reduction of the number and got it.
difficult virtue to sustain. The Most Blessed Virgin will of candidates must be brought
heard that silverware has a mght.
gladly aid in the conflict for chastity if we but ask her. about. Could not such a reduc,
From the Collegian of St. peculiar habit of dissociating it,
tton be assured by an elimination Mary's: This is perhaps the only self from the Stanford University
of those who are academically college in these United States cafeteria and finding a resting
COLLEGE PUBLICATIONS
t>nfit
to pursue such courses? that did not hold a straw vote on place in parts as distant as Maine
Much has been written recently concerning college
Would it not create a better type the presidential situation. . . . and China? If there be such a
publications. The writers blatantly declare that they are of applicant by making the bach, Neither did we, nor did the one, he doesn't read the Exchange
an unnecessary expense, a waste of the student's time, elor 's degree a condition for ad, Pelican, and "Three's A Crowd". column of college papers.
that they give "no fundamental news writing experience mission into our schools of law,
to any of the students," and that "their advertising de- medicine, and even dentistry?
partments make nuisances in the business communities". Or, at least. if more college hours
in cultural subjects were re,
Conald Kent, tiny flash of La
If the censors of our student publications would quired?
,
Salle High School, came in third
thoroughly investigate the conditions of our local, colThere is hardly any room for
in the annual La Salle Cross
legiate (and we might add high school) journals, they disputing the desirability of a
Country Meet, held on the home
would find convincing rebuttals to their arguments. They broad and comprehensive train- What cave men those miners
Mame- "Joe proposed to me course Monday, November 21 st.
would find that the college publication presents one of the ing in the liberal arts for those turned out to· be! When I say last night!"
Over thirty schools were reprewho are now preparing to enter
Kate-"Did he tell you that sented in the meet by one hunfew profitable, extracurricular activities, both education- the teaching profession. As al, miners I don't mean minors,
either! Speaking of caves, did he proposed to me a month ago?" dred and fifty sturdy candidates.
ally and financially, on the campus.
ready stated, the movement in they keep us in the darknessMame-"! don't recall, but he
Student papers may not give "fundamental news this direction seems to be stead- iust to the tune of two dozen said so many silly things I don't George Harkins finished eighth,
with Helder, Gerhard, Galllagher
writing experience to any of the students," as one critic ily growing. Prospective teach, points. Well, St. Thomas, look doubt that he might have men- and McManus making a great
says, but, strange to say, there are many alumni of college ers need a very comprehensive forward to next year.
tioned it." (Did she Poipie?)
showing.
journalism who are enjoying successful careers in that training not only in the special
The Senior Class wish to thank
fi eld of knowledge which they in'That last cracl{ may have been :'l.11 who helped to make their
field.
Pappy- "Well, son you can
tend to profess, but also in those
funny because I never met Prom a great success. All who
None of the advertising in our college papers is fi elds of investigation which are thank me for your light blue Whittier.
were there can tell of the wonsolicited as the business man's favor to the school. Stu- c 1o s e 1y associated therewith. eyes."
derful time they had.
Sonny-"Yes, and you have
dents provide a live market for the products of modern Many hours of his undergradu,
An octapus is the freshman's
The High School basketball
me
to
thank
for
your
snow
white
business and wise business men seek their patronage ate courses should be devoted to hair." (Just a chromosonist- idea of a cave man lover. "Able team has been practicing under
enriching his mind with those
to support a whole harem at one the tutelage of Clem M eehan.
through the closest medium-the school paper. National broader reaches of intellectual eh what!)
time."
star of the College quintet, and
advertisers contact the college man and woman through realms, from which he must later
are now being coached by Jim
agencies whose exclusive interest is collegiate.
draw, if his teaching should in
Little Boy-"Mother says that Dear Lasallight,
Henry, who coached last year's
turn
produce
in
his
pupils
well,
College journalism is .not a fad nor a product of
I married a sculptor and I find team. Many candidates, includsl,e could have soled her shoes
adolescent frivolity, but an established institution with an balanced, cultured, and truly with that steal{ you sold her."
that he is not able to support me. ing the veterans, Joyce, Leary,
educated young men and women.
Butcher (sarcastically) "Why He gave me a Lap dog for my Blash, O'Connor, and Sutter
enviable record of achievement.
The State Department of Edu, didn't she?"
birthday and I am so weal{ that have reported and are hard at
Reprinted from D o QUESNE DuKE.
cation of Pennsylvania has been
Little Bo y-"She couldn't get I can't support it. Money in my work. A good schedule has been
THE ALUMNI
very clear in expressing its de, the nails through!"
liusband's hq.nds turns into putty . arranged, and much keen com·
sire for more teach_ers in the sec,
Please advise me as my husband petition is expected.
If a school were judged by its Alumni Association, ondary schools who are equipped
gives me a pain.
few colleges would receive an "A" rating. Some gradu- with such a broad training,
Perishingly yours,
Those intending to go in for
ates will continue the friendships they formed in college, whether such teachers are prod, the married variety of life should
Ida Auto Dew.
TYPEWRITERS
Answer-My dear something.
but few will take any further part in the affairs of the ucts of private colleges of liberal study the life of John Milton. He
school. To establish and maintain an active Alumni As- arts, or of state Teachers Col, !'1arried and then wrote "Paradise Since vou married a chiseler
All Standard Makes
leges. The Superintendent of
:vou'll have to put up with him.
as Lomas
sociation it is riecessary that the student be trained in the Public Instruction, at a recent Lost" and after the death of his Busting up things is a hobby to
wife he wrote "Paradise Reidea during his undergraduate days. He must be initiated meeting of professors of educa- gained."
$10
hm so don't lose your pride.
in the traditions of the school and the duties and functions tion. spoke his mind very freely
Where there's panes there's
Don't Rent-Own Your Own
10-Day Free Trial; 1 Yr. Guarantee
putt:v. (An:vone can see thru
of an alumnus. The process of education does not stop on_ this. subjec_t, emphasizing and
here. To attract a graduate to meetings subsequent to rei~eratmg his plea for well- Prospective Buyer- "Is this the that.) · And where there's putty
Bundy Typewi·iter Co.
·
h
f I
·
f
·
• · tramed teachers ~or the con- best watch dog you have?"
tf,e panes are busts. So brace up
10th & Chestnut
g ra duat1on t e care u . preparation o ~n mterest1n~ stantly increasing number of sec•
Owner of Pet Shop- "Well, it and support the dog!
15th above Chestnut
program is essential. This program rests with the Alumni ondary pupils throughout the has more tics than any other dog
Signed,
I know of!"
Association.
Commonwealth.
"Susie."
MANAGING BOARD

High School

Happenings

Conleymen Drop Gallagher Picks
Season• s Final
All-Star Team
To St. Thomas Four "Tommies" Receive Berths
on All-Opponent Aggregation;
Power Plays of Miners Prove Too
Hopkins Best Fullback.
Strong for Explorers; Waleskie,
Tabone Star.
By Captain "Wini( ' Gallagher
and the squad.
History usually repeats itself.
After
considering
the respecAs the Explorer in years gone
by was defeated in his final ef, tive merits of the various outforts, so it was with the La Salle standing men who caused us no
football warriors. The last game end of trouble during the past
of the season saw the La Sallites football season we have decided
swept aside by the strong St. to select an all-opponent team.
Thoinas eleven. The game took We have tried to show no
place on Sunday, November 20, particular partiality in our selecat Dickson City, the stronghold tions and it must be remembered
of the T ommies. La Sall was that our decisions had to be made
dJfeated by the score of 24 to 0. solely on the form shown on the
The Tommies started with a day we met our opponents for
rush and within a few minutes at no other time during the sea,
after the whistle scored a touch, son did we see any of our addown that spurred them on to versaries in action.
further heights. In first downs
St. Thomas College walks off
the St. Thomas team got eleven,
with the major honors. The
while the Conleymen could score
"Tommies" were unquestionably
cnly five during the game.
the strongest team we met and
McKernan kicked off for La
four of them have been given
Salle at the start of the game,
positions on the all-opponent
with Stulgaitis receiving and be,
team . Leo Ratomess is given the
ing downed on the 24-yard line.
left tackle post because of his
W aleske kicked to Knox, who
superb defensive work and his
returned the punt again to Walexcellent blocking on the offense.
e.,ke, the latter going down on
Stulgaitis is our selection for the
the 18-yard mark. He made a
nght end position because we
(,,yard advance and then Pete
have yet to get around his side
Tabone skirted around right end of the St. Thomas' line. T wo
for a touchdown. T abone missed
" T ommies" are placed in the
the extra point.
backfield; Gatto at quarterback
A little later Dinty W aleske
because of his ability to call the
got off a quick kick that went
nght play at the right time and
over the goal line. Ray Bahr
Waleski at right halfback. Wale,
made 8 yards for La Salle and
ski played fullback against us, hut
then Knox punted. Here Wal,
we prefer Hopkins of Mt. St.
eske got away for another end
Mary's, at that post, because of
run around the right side of the
his ability to kick and interfere.
Ii ne to score the second St.
Waleski specialized in off-tackle
Thomas touchdown.
T abone
plays and generally played havoc
missed the extra point try as the
with our line.
•
first period ended.
Delaware, Mt. St. Mary and
The T ommies got a break on
the kick off of the second half Canisius are given two places
and Gatto on the first play car, each while West Chester is given
ned the oval to the 1-foot mark. one. "Trader Horn" Ferko is
,,The La Sallites then hel<l until selected for the left guard posi,
the fourth down when Gatto t1on for the second consecutive
ploughed over the line for the season and he shares the honors
of Mt. St. Mary with Hopkins
tl-.ird St. Thomas touchdown.
whom
we have already mentioned
Tabone missed the extra point.
Early in the fourth quarter fo r fullback. Another repeater is
(Continued on last page)
( C ontinued on last page)

E:XPLORERS FACE
CARD OF THANKS
SETON HALL FIVE
The Faculty M oderator of
IN FIRST GAME Athletics, the Coaches, and the
managerial staff, as well as the
(Continued from first page)
men of the Football squad, take
Salesianum School of Wilming, this occasion to express to the
ton, D el., and Carl Petinate, officials of the Pennsylvania Rail,
W est Catholic product, are pro- road, who had charge of the reviding the worries for "Ole Cy" cent football trips to Buffalo and
Connelly and Ray Bahr who held to Scranton, their cordial apdown the guard positions so preciation of the courtesy, service
thoroughly last season.
and delicate attention which these
Mike McAndrews and Rip men offered to them and to their
Collins, forward and guard, friends on their road to and from
respectively, are among the letter- the games played in these cities.
rr~en who have returned for action
and are expected to be heard TRUSTEES HOLD
from in the opener.
ANNUAL SESSION
Perhaps the most promising of
the new men is "Cupie" Murphy,
( Continued from first page)
another former W est Catholic ,digious activities, in the grounds
High star, who handles a basket- and buildings were enthusiastical,
ball with the ease and agility ly received.
The members of the B.oard are:
which is bound to cause opposing
guards no end of trouble.
His Eminence D . Cardinal
With this group of experienced Dougherty, Honorary President;
i;layers. ably assisted by such Rt. Rev. Fenton J. Fitzpatrick;
potential reserve material a very Rev. Brother E. Anselm; Rev.
successfu l season is anticipated. Brother E. Felix; Rev. Brother
Inasmuch as there are a couple Dorotheus; Rev. Brother G.
of open dates on our present Lucian, Secretary ; M artin J.
schedule, it has not yet been re, Powers, Esq.; William T. Connor, Esq.
leased.

FRESHMAN CLASS
STAFF TO DEBATE
CHOOSES FOUR
QUALITY POINTS
TRIAL OFFICERS
(Continued from first page )

( Continued fr om first page}

Loftus to serve as Trial Presi, uate, the student will be required
to obtain the same number of
dents.
The duty of the four selected quality points as he now needs
Trial Presidents consists in presid- credit hours.
ing over the Class meetings until
The new plan endeavors to
the final choice is made. Each
make the mode of marking uniTrial President is required to conduct at least one assembly previ- form, to eliminate the subjective
ous to the January election so that judgment of the teacher as far as
the Class· may readily realize the possible, to do away with the
most capable person for the Presi- evils resulting from the fine disdency. The Class is to be continction of numbers, and, in a
f; ratulated on the selection of its
word,
to do justice to the student.
Trial Presidents since it has select,
ed four most worthy men ; for The quality point system will
any one of the nominees has the reward the application of the
ability to carry on the under- studious and will discourage the
takings of the '36 Class.
practice of merely "getting by".
The Class of '36 takes advantage of this present opportunity to extend their sincere senti,
Tokay wine, so says the Retort
ments of gratitude to the Presi- of Fordham, being very plentiful
dent of the Junior Class, Edward
J. Coverdale, for his untiring ef, in Hungary, is used as a fire-ex,
forts in organizing the present tinguisher. . . . Any volunteers
for the F. D .?
Freshman Class.

''

_ook at tiat

'
''
em

SPORlORIAL
The "T ommies" were a great
deal tougher than we thought!
They left no doubt in our minds
about their being a strong and
smart team ; we have no alibis to
offer as none are necessary. Nor
are we pessimistic about the
fut ure. True, the game against
St. Thomas proved that we were
not quite ready for such formidable competition this year, but
look at all the fun we wi ll have
when we meet them next year
with a great deal more experience
and a realization that they are not
tc- be trifled with.
Anyway, as far as we are con,
cerned the game at Scranton
1:-rought to a close a very success,
ful footba ll eason at La Salle.
\,Ve want to assure T om Conley
and Marty Brill that we are
rroud of their achievements of
the past few months. Starting
cut in late August with a group
of comparative green -horns in
C ollege competition, T om and
Marty developed a fast and dece ptive football team which knew
;hat it was all about. The only
thing that retarded the Explorers
in any way was lack of power
and that can not be blamed on
anyone. It will take some time
for La Salle to develop a team
which will be as powerful as this
year's team was smart. We feel
safe in saying that we have never
seen a team grasp the complex
Notre D ame system of football
any more rapidly than the Conley-Brill men-and that can be
blamed on the Coaches!
"Wink" Gallagher and his
comrades may well be proud of

their season ; they have carved an,
other niche in the already glamorous halls of La Salle tradition
and that is the finest thing we can
ask of any group of representatives.
The next time Vince T aggart
asks us to assi t him in any of
his cross-country runs, we wish
he would very defii1itely tell us
our exact duties before expecting
an affirmative reply. As a word
of warning, let us state that we
would have enjoyed that race a
great deal better if we had been
in a hurry when Vince approach,
ed us; we don't care much about
the manner in which a cross-country run is scored and what is
more, we hate work. Incidentally,
that is the only thing that we
have in common with the "spar,
row" which thinks it's a "crow".
W e understand that "Wink"
Gallagher very strenuously ob,
jects to the letters which are being received by his sweetheart
back home in " T amacky" from
a certain roommate who was his
guest over the Thanksgiving
holidays. W ell, " Wink", Ray
told us that they don't mean a
thing!
The suggestion that we made
a couple of weeks ago certainly
did get a laugh from the Freshmen. They claim that we were
very foolish to think for one moment that the Sophs had enough
spunk to play them a game of
football. Football or no football,
the Frosh are disregarding the
rules and the Sophs are not doing a thing about it. Our offer
to referee still holds good.
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OU would he astonished too, if you
could see this machine that turns
out 750 Chesterfields a minute ... and
every one as near perfect as cigarettes
can he made.

Y

THEY'RE MILDER
THEY TASTE BETTER
DAT

r'\t..117Cr'\IID

But please hear this in mind. It is
what happens before the tobacco goes
into this machine that matters most.
Rolling and packaging are important,
but not nearly as important as the .
selection, blending and treatment of
the tobacco.

AnVCDTIC:CDC:

That'swhywe keep telling you about
the tobaccos used in Chesterfields.
They're fine, mild, and pure tobaccos.
We tell you about ageing and curing
the tobaccos ... about blending and
cross-blending them ... because they
are things that count.
Chesterfields are milder. They taste
better. Prove it for yourself ... Just
try a package.
Chesterfield Radio Prog ram-Every night except Sunday, Columbia coast-to-coast Network.

Co.

SEEN FROM
THE .CROWSNEST

Pitiful Cases: The Senior who
was on time for every occasion
during his four years at college,
HJ he could get honors and then
flunked five subjects in the final
exam.
Who says the football managers don't feel the depression?
They 're always the first to take
the cut.
Another girl who
Found:
thinks Pat Dooley is "just too
sweet". Pat seems to have more
girls in his date book than Roser.10nt has in its registration files.
They tell me Robinson the
Frosh likes to "sit out" dances
\vith Mary.
What football man plays
"jacks" in his spare time? How
rugged.
I won't vouch for this one, but
here goes. Moose Keane on being
introduced to a young lady, mentioned that he was a football
player. There-upon the damsel
felt his muscles and exclaimed,
" Oh, Mr. Keane, how strong you
are. I'm sure it's no trouble for
you to throw the game."
Either Hen Close is spending

bs evenings at home this year
or my Washington Lane correspondent isn't earning his pay.
Fitz Brennan has a reservation
on the Lackawana Special for the
Christmas Holidays.
"Aw give up, Marty."
Nanny Bradley would fool me
by introducing his "thrill" as his
sister. Haw!
Filemyr was told by a chiror,ractor that he had one of the
best backs he had ever seen. I'll
start hanging medals on Bill's
chest when I find out how many
dances the Doc has attended. ·
When Tommy Coyle threw a
iaint in the Germantown Hospital, what did the little nurse
say?
Who was the athletic gentleman who imitated Sir Walter
Raleigh at Scranton?
Lou Burgoyne said he liked
dances when he was young, but
he's getting a little too old now.
Deaver is called "Fish", but
after Thanksgiving night I say
he should be called "Bird."
What Sophomore bought a hot
dog and ate it before he came to
the cashier, so he wouldn't have
ta pay? And was caught by the
ring of mustard around his
mouth? Naughty, naughty, Doc.

TANGLEFOOT TALES
By Stiff Reporter.
Reading time: 2. minutes flaton your back.
Just as most sheets come out
on the line every Monday, so the
Tanglefoot Sheet comes out, with
a line, and what a line! You've
probably heard of the Tanglefoot Sheet before. It's famous
for its slogan: "If it's not in
the Sheet, it's not sew-ed." It's
a good rag! The paper's all
right. It's what they put on it.
In a national newspaper contest,
the Tanglefoot Sheet was awarded third prize in the grammar
school division, due to a mistake.
It was a mistake they were
awarded the prize, not that they
were put in with the children.
And the circulation. History
says that Harvey discovered the
circulation in 1631. No wonder
he needed a magnifying glass.
What Tanglefoot needs is another Harvey. Last year they
tried to solve the circulation
problem by giving a student ten
cooies every time he cut a class.
This solved the cutting problem,
hit the circulation is still at low
tide.
Of course nothing would be
complete without Phil Frost acting in an official capacity-two
pints. Each issue, he insists on
reading over the mess and cutting
011t all the depression jokes. This
~ !most ruins the paper. It was
Frost's haranguing and heckling
that drove Hutchy Hutchinson,
famous cereal eater and writer,
to the folds and creases of the
C0r.LEGIAN.
But wait, let's oeeo thru the
kevhole- if nobobdy's on the
other side-and see how a college paper is ruined, pardon me,
I mean rnn. Ah, there's the
Editor-in-Chief uttering words of
wisdom (like most teeth, they're
false). Listen:
"Remember our new slogan,
hoys, 'Black and white and raz,
berries all over.' That's our paper. In ten minutes our three
readers will be clamoring for the
next issue. We must go to press
at cider time. Marlboro. the assistant sports editor, will write
the editorials.
Nobody reads
them anyway. Flamstack, the
advertising manager, will do the
'Slander's Field' column. Jeremiah. the ianitor, will interview
President Pretzel on the topic,
'Do you prefer the Oxford sys,
tem, or do you wear high shoes?'
I myself will write the weather
report ahout which I know noth,
ing at all."
"How about the 'C ow ' s
Nest?' " queried little Joe Cowfoot, taking his eye from the key,
hole for a second. (They call it
the Cow's Nest but there's plenty
of "bull' there, too.) "Shall I
tell them the one about 'Who
was that lady I saw you with
last night?' "
"Stop or you '11 have me in
&titches," roared the editor, ripping out the stitches as fast as
they formed. That last crack is
_iust as good as when I first heard
it in '00. Most people have only
half an idea how witty you are,
little Joe. But, no muddy words
such as sextette. R emember, if
it's not fit to print- it's on the
fourth page.

GALLAGHER PICKS
ALL-STAR TEAM
( Continued from third page)
Sasso, of \Vest Chester, who,
despite injuries, played an excel,
lent game at left halfback. He
v:as one of the best passers we
faced all season.
Delaware University places
Haggarty at center and Mayer at
left end. Haggarty an aggressive
and speedy player who loses no
time in diagnosing a play and he
was generally cavorting where we
least expected to find him when
Delaware defeated us in an early
season game. M ayer played a
bang-up game against us and is
deserving of mention.
Finally, we select two members
of the Canisius College team to
play side by side at right guard
and tackle respectively. McGraw
and Schaffer were two of the
biggest men we faced and they
were as good as they were big.
Schaffer much more than six feet
t,!11 and weighs in the vicinity
0f 235' pounds-and believe it or
not, he was one of the fastest
linemen on the schedule.
Picking a captain from this
group of fine football players
would be too difficult a iob for
us to tackle. Perhaps the men
selected should get together and
do that! Anyway, we feel that
we have made a lot of good
friends during the past few
months and wish every member
of our opposing teams all the luck
in the world in their future
endeavors.
Position
Name
College
Left End-Mayer, Delaware
Left Tackle-Ratomess. St. T.
Left Guard- Ferko, Mt. St. M.
Center- H aggarty, Delaware
Right Guard- McGraw, Canisius
Rie-ht Tackle-Schaffer, Canisius
Right End-Stulgaitis, St. T.
Quarterback-Gatto, St. T.
Left Halfhack-Sasso, West C.
Right Halfback-Waleski, St. T.
Fullback-Hopkins, Mt. St. M.

PHYSICISTS HEAR
DR. BERNSTEIN
( Continued from first page)

He also proved by statistics that
weather predictions are correct
over eighty per cent. of the number of times. The other twenty
or so per cent. can be attributed
not to the weatherman nor · to
the apparatus, but to unnatural
changes of the wind.
Previous to Dr. Bernstein's
lecture, a motion picture of the
atom and its function was shown
by Brother Joseph, head of the
Physics Department of the College. It showed the structure of
an atom and a molecule, and also
the formation of water from the
atoms of H ydrogen and Oxygen.
Then, by use of electric currents,
it pictured the manner of decom position of water, showing hydrogen molecules being liberated
at the cathode, and the oxygen
molecules at the anode.
It was the first of a series of
Seminars to be held in Physics
during the year.
Co-eds at the U. of Missouri
must have chaperons at the
dentists .... Who requested this?

ALUMNI
Gus Steppacher, '26, is now
connected with the General Tire
Co. Gus will long be remembered for his prowess on the
track while sporting the Blue
and Gold. Some of the records
Gus established still stand. Al,
ways a speedy man, today Gus
is married and the head of a
family.
With the possibility of legali::.ed beer in the near future confronting us, it behooves us to
look up Jim McGlinchey, '26,
erstwhile bottler of said beverage.
Heigh, Ho, James! We'll be seeing you.

BROTHERS ATTEND
CONLEYMEN DROP
ANNUAL MEETING
SEASON'S FINAL
OF EDUCATORS
TO ST. THOMAS
(Continued from first page)
democracy was alike lauded and
cwdemned. The college was de,
clared responsible for the students
which it admitted. Nor does its
cbligation cease when a student
"flunks out". A college of second
chance was proposed for those
who have tried and failed . This
type of school wo~ld be governed
l:,y a board made up of the college presidents of the region.
Herein a student would be given
a year's trial, at the end of which
time he would either return to
the colleae from which he failed
or, on the advice of the faculty
of the "trial" college, he would
enter a vocational school or seek
employment for which his natural
aotitude and acquired skills fitted
him.

Dan Liddy, '26, was married
a few weeks ago at a very colorful ceremony in the Cathedral.
He is connected with one of the
larger brokerage houses of Philadelphia.
He lives out West PRESIDENT EMERITUS
Chester way.
DESCRIBES EUROPEAN
EDUCATIONAL TREND
Jim McBrearty, ex,'35', has
(Continued from first page)
taken to motors and machines
in the Villanova Engineering wise inGrease the power for evil.
School. His shadow from Ash- An intellectual growth will only
land, John Shovlin, also ex- '3 5', add to our confusion, unless it
is massaging molars at Temple is accompanied by a moral
growth. I do not know of any
Dental School.
source of moral power other than
Al E. Whalen, '21, returning that which comes from religion .
recently from an extensive Eu- . . . The whole foundation on
ropean tour, has resumed his post enlightened civilization in governin the office of the Prothonotary ment, in society, and in business,
of the Courts of Common Pleas rests on religion. Unless our
people are thoroughly instructed
in Philadelphia.
in its great truths they are not
Joseph R abb, '2 5', member of fitted either to understand our inthe current senior class of T em- stitutions or to provide them with
ple Law School, is serving his adequate support. For our inclerkship in the offices of Charles dependent colleges and secondary
Garding, Esq. Now about that schools to be neglectful of their
responsibilities in this direction is
baseball pass, Joe . . .
to turn their graduates loose with
simply an increased capacity to
John A. McCamey, '25, has prey upon each other. Such a
been doing some splendid spe- dereliction of duty would put in
cialty work for the Philadelphia jeopardy the whole fabric of so•
press. Shades of Mark Hanna, ciety. For our chartered instituBoss T weed et al.
tions of learning to turn back to
the material and neglect the
spiritual would be treason, not
DR. DOERNENBURG
only to the cause for which they
TO DELIVER TALK
AT CONVENTION were founded, but to man and
to God."
Teaching in most foreign coun( Continued from first page)
deficit might result in the dis- tries is a life work. Hence there
continuance of the orchestra's is no discrimination against marconcerts. Such action would be ried teachers and of necessity the
a calamity to the musical world, turn -over among teachers is light,
particularly Philadelphia, since compared with countries where
the organization is one of the best teaching is just a place "in-waiting'' for something better or for
in the entire musical field.
At the annual meeting of the marriage. Hence, too, having
Literary Society of the Friends of teaching as their sole vocation,
Wilhelm Raabe, which was held
recently, poems of Doctor
Doernenburg were read together
with a lecture on his literary
A. J. MEIER
works. Some of these poems have
been set to music.

Drugs

For Prompt Service Call
Hancock 0986

JOHN 0. CABLE
S. E. Cor. Gran ge & Ogontz Aves.
Phila.
Sandwiches, Ice Cream and Soda
DRUGS and MEDICINES

( Continued from third page)

W aleske punted to the 15' -yard
line. Later he intercepted one
of Knox's passes and ran 20
yards. Stan Kucab then tossed
;;_ forward pass to Green who
ran for the final touchdown .
Green fouled the extra point try.
Every man on the La Salle
squad played well. No ~!ibis are
to be offered as every player
fought his hardest to stave off
defeat. This was the closing battle of the season for the Explorers, and when ' it is remembered that this is only the second year of football, the record
of four wins, two scoreless ties
and two deefats, is quite im,
pressive.
St. Thomas
Pos .
La Salle
Deitch . . . . . . . . L. E . . . . . . O 'Donnell
{C. l L. T. . . . . McKernan
Salva
.. L. G. . . . . . . . . Borden

r.. Gallagher

Karkunis .... . . . C. . ... ... ... Furrer
Wisniewski . . . . R. G. . . . . . . . . Bradley
Ratamess . . . . . . R. T. . . . . . . Marshall
Stulgaitis . . . . . . R. E . . . . . . . . Brennen
Gatto : . . . . . . . . . Q . . . . . . . . . . . Lucas
Tabone . . . .. . . L. H . ......... Knox
Green . . . . . . . . R. H . . . . . . . . .
Bahr
Wal•slcie .. . ... F . B . . . . . . . Gallagher
La S•lle . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 0 - 0
St. Thomas . . . . . . . . 12 0 6 6-24
Touchdowns-Tabone , Waleskie, Gatto.
Mount for H. Gallagher.
Referee--H.
B. Witmer, Franklin and Marshall Col ,
lege.
Umpire--P. L. Sadler, University
of Alabama.
Head linesman-A. L.
Field
L. Crapser, Springfield Colleo;e.
Judge--M. L. Cohen , Stroudsburg State
T each e rs ' College. Time of periods-15'
minutes.

(Continued' from col. 5)
they are in a position to give their
undivided attention to their work
and so become specialists in the
profession.
The courses of study and the
spirit of the students seem to be
better adapted to the production
of leaders, who are not only skilfuf, but cultured and refined. The
students are noted for their orderliness, industry, intensity of
application and ambition to succeed. After the age of ten, boys
are usually taught by men. Educational authorities abroad are
astounded when they learn that
all of our elementary education
and a good percentage of our
high school education is conducted by women. They cannot help
query how such kind of teaching
can usher in any other civiliaztion
than one conspicuous for its
"mushiness", emotionalism and
feminine hysteria. But they have
forgotten the part played by the
products of these schools on the
battle fronts of Europe in the
great war.
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